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Physicochemical studies of direct interactions between lung surfactant and
components of electronic cigarettes liquid mixtures
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ABSTRACT
Direct physicochemical interactions between the major components of electronic cigarette liquids (e-
liquids): glycerol (VG) and propylene glycol (PG), and lung surfactant (LS) were studied by determining
the dynamic surface tension under a simulated breathing cycle using drop shape method. The studies
were performed for a wide range of concentrations based on estimated doses of e-liquid aerosols (up
to 2500� the expected nominal concentrations) and for various VG/PG ratios. The results are discussed
as relationships among mean surface tension, surface tension amplitude, and surface rheological prop-
erties (dilatational elasticity and viscosity) versus concentration and composition of e-liquid. The results
showed that high local concentrations (>200�higher than the estimated average dose after a single
puffing session) may induce measurable changes in biophysical activity of LS; however, only ultra-high
e-liquid concentrations inactivated the surfactant. Physiochemical characterization of e-liquids provide
additional insights for the safety assessment of electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS).
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Introduction

Electronic cigarettes (ECs) – the most common type of elec-
tronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) – are often presented
as alternatives to cigarettes (Farsalinos & Le Houezec, 2015).
They comprise a wide variety of electronically powered devi-
ces used to evaporate a liquid mixture – often referred to as
an e-liquid – typically composed of varying flavors, with or
without nicotine, diluted in aerosol formers like propylene
glycol (PG) and/or glycerol (VG – this commonly used
abbreviation comes from “vegetable glycerin”) (Brown &
Cheng, 2014). The aerosol in ECs (“EC-vapor”) is generated
by heating the e-liquid and forming the supersatured vapors,
which condense next to fine droplets after mixing with the
external air. The aerosol composed of droplets is inhaled by
the user in a process commonly called “vaping” (Brandon
et al., 2015). Although ECs have only been on the market for
about a decade, they have rapidly evolved from the first-gen-
eration disposable or rechargeable units, to new devices with
built-in tank systems, large batteries, and integrated circuits
allowing users to control the amount of delivered aerosol by
adjusting the heating power (Brandon et al., 2015; Farsalinos
& Polosa, 2014). As compared with cigarette smokers, EC
users (“vapers”) have a substantially lower exposure to the
toxicants and carcinogens present in inhaled aerosol
(Farsalinos et al., 2013; Farsalinos & Polosa, 2014; McRobbie

et al., 2014; Polosa et al., 2016). On the other hand, EC users
inhale considerable amounts of the solvents (e.g. PG/VG) in
the aerosol produced by the ECs and such non-standard lung
exposure should not be a priori regarded as harmless
although inhaled PG and VG are considered to be generally
non-toxic (Hajek et al., 2014). Concerns were raised related
to the presence of toxicants in the inhaled aerosol (e.g. met-
als, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, acrolein, and other organics
formed during extensive heating of e-liquid in the EC)
(Cheng, 2014; Goniewicz et al., 2014). Moreover, the issue of
the direct defense response of the respiratory system to a load
of highly concentrated aerosols of e-liquid components may
be raised as a factor leading to disturbance of pulmonary
functions. This effect may be more relevant in subjects suffer-
ing from other pulmonary disorders of various etiologies (e.g.
allergy, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, or
infection in various parts of the respiratory tract) (Cho &
Paik, 2016; Rowell & Tarran, 2015). As the predominant
mass of the e-liquid is formed by aerosol formers (VG, PG)
in aqueous solution, which are mixed in various proportions
to obtain desired quality of the inhaled aerosol, these com-
pounds always constitute the highest mass of the aerosol
inhaled during EC use.

The ongoing debate around the long-term health effects
of ECs in humans (Callahan-Lyon, 2014; Schraufnagel et al.,
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2014) is at least partly attributed to the absence of clear
regulatory requirements for an appropriate scientific assess-
ment of ECs and ENDS in general (Orr, 2014). The situation
may be improved by new step-wise testing strategies for an
in vitro toxicology assessment of e-liquids and their aerosols
(Iskandar et al., 2016). Such approach may be extended by
the additional step of aerosol fate in the human pulmonary
system that has not been extensively explored before – the
interactions of inhaled e-liquid with the lung surfactant
(LS). LS is a sensitively structured pulmonary (alveolar) lip-
id–protein complex that is directly exposed to inhaled gas-
eous and particulate contaminants present in the air.
Inhaling high doses of air contaminants leads to acute severe
pulmonary dysfunction that is at least partially caused by a
disturbance in the LS system (Green et al., 2000; Haagsman
& Van Golde, 1985; Matalon et al., 1996; Wallace et al.,
2007). LS – being a mixture of surface active lipids and pro-
teins – is responsible for the homogeneous lung inflation
and minimization of breathing effort (Notter, 2000). The
large surface area of the pulmonary region (up to 100 m2 in
adult humans) requires a considerable mechanical energy
(work) for expansion during inhalation from the minimum
lung volume (and surface area Amin) to the maximum
(Amax). This work is described by:

W ¼
ðAmax

Amin

cdA: (1)

Surface tension, denoted as c, is a function of surface con-
centration of the LS at the air/liquid interface of the pulmonary
liquid. By dynamic adsorption LS decreases the surface tension,
hence diminishes the work of breathing. Additionally, dynamic
surface tension gradients are produced during variations of the
alveolar area during breathing, and they are responsible for the
micro-flows of pulmonary fluid (Marangoni effects) which
facilitate the mass transfer in the lungs (Grado�n & Podg�orski,
1989). These alveolar flows contribute to the lung clearance of
insoluble deposits and also can affect the gas-exchange rate in
the lungs (Sosnowski et al., 1998).

Deficiency or inactivity of LS leads to severe health con-
sequences, including life-threatening conditions, such as
acute lung injury (ALI) or acute respiratory distress syn-
drome (ARDS) that often occurs as an outcome of inhaling
aggressive agents (Gorguner & Akdun, 2010; McKay, 2014).
The capability to modulate surface tension in alveolar fluid
during respiration is the most essential feature of LS in view
of its physiological functions related to lung mechanics and
clearance. The surface-tension lowering properties of LS can
be studied experimentally under specialized in vitro settings
that mimic the natural dynamic conditions of the lungs dur-
ing a breathing cycle (Enh€orning, 1977; Grado�n et al., 1996;
Herold et al., 1996; Lunkenheimer et al., 1996). Such investi-
gations are capable of detecting the undesired action of
inhaled pollutants on the physicochemical stability of the LS
(Kondej & Sosnowski, 2013, 2016; Sosnowski et al., 2000).
One of the most important indicators of dynamic surface-
active properties of the LS is the hysteresis of surface tension
observed during periodic, breathing-like variations in the

air/liquid area (compression/expansion). This hysteresis that
is also related (together with the elastic properties of the
pulmonary tissue) to the well-known p-V hysteresis during
lung ventilation, is a very sensitive feature of the LS system
(Banerjee & Bellare, 2001; Notter et al., 1982).

The aim of this study was to establish the effects of add-
ing VG and PG as essential components of e-liquids on the
interfacial dynamics of LS. The measurements were con-
ducted under simulated physiological conditions correspond-
ing to human breathing.

Methods

Estimates of relevant doses

The e-liquid doses deposited in the alveolar region of the
lungs were estimated using available data on vaping topog-
raphy. Robinson et al. (2015) reported that that the total vol-
ume of inhaled aerosol during a single vaping session by 23
subjects was in the range of 29–1224mL, with an average
value of 132mL. The average number concentration of aero-
sol particles (more precisely: droplets) was taken from Fuoco
et al. (2014) and Manigrasso et al. (2015), who reported range
of 3.5–6� 109 particles/mL, depending on the nicotine con-
tent and puff duration. We assumed that inhaled aerosol con-
tains 5� 109 particles in 1mL of inhaled air/vapor mixture.
After simple calculations, the number of droplets entering the
lungs during the average puffing session was 6.6� 1011.

To estimate the total mass of droplets deposited in the
lung alveoli, data on their size distribution, density, and the
efficiency of deposition are needed. The material density of
inhaled droplets depends on their composition, i.e. the con-
centration of each solvent (VG and PG) contained in e-liquid.
Data regarding aerosol quality and deposition efficiency were
taken from Sosnowski & Kramek-Romanowska (2016), who
measured EC particle size distribution by a laser diffraction
technique and provided regional deposition calculations for
such particles in the respiratory system for various breathing
parameters using the multiple path particle dosimetry
(MPPD, 2015) model. According to these data, EC droplets
have a log-normal size distribution with a mean diameter of
�410 nm (based on the volumetric distribution) and a geo-
metric standard deviation equal to �1.6. The highest
expected alveolar deposition of particles with this size range
is close to 35% (although for the majority of breathing
maneuvers it is <20%, Sosnowski & Kramek-Romanowska,
2016). Using this information, the average pulmonary dose
deposited in the e-cigarette user’s alveoli after the average
puffing session should be between 3.5 and 4.3mg of VG/PG
mixture. We call this mass the nominal dose delivered per
session (NDDS). The exact value depends on the composition
of e-liquid as the aerosol formers have different densities
(VG: 1.26 g/mL; PG: 1.04 g/mL). It is assumed that this
amount of deposited e-liquid is homogeneously distributed
throughout all of the pulmonary fluid. The volume of this
fluid can be found assuming that it covers the whole alveolar
surface formed by 4.8� 108 quasi-spherical structures with a
diameter of �200mm (Mercer et al., 1994; Ochs et al., 2004;
Stone et al., 1992), which yields 60.3m2 with the �0.5 mm-
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deep layer (Bastacky et al., 1995; Notter, 2000). The total vol-
ume of LS fluid was estimated then to be �30.2mL (the total
surface area of alveoli� the average depth of the liquid layer),
so the average concentration of e-liquids in the alveolar fluid
is 0.117–0.142mg/mL for the NDDS.

The amount of each mixture component was precisely
calculated for five different e-liquid compositions to be used
in the planned experiments containing the LS, i.e. PG/VG
v./v.: 100/0 (pure PG), 80/20, 50/50, 20/80, 0/100 (pure VG).
This would allow us to determine the possible effects of the
composition of inhaled e-liquid on surfactant properties.
The NDDS and pulmonary liquid concentration data for the
different composition of e-liquid are shown in Table 1.

Experimental methods

The LS model used in the studies was based on the Survanta
product (Beractantum, Abbott Labs., Abbott Park, IL) that is
a commercially available LS substitute derived from calf
lungs. In all experiments, Survanta was diluted with ultra-
pure water to obtain a final phospholipid concentration
equal to 2.5mg/mL, which corresponds to the one naturally
found in humans (Neumann et al., 2011).

Test e-liquid mixtures were prepared without nicotine
and flavorings by mixing PG and VG at known volumetric
proportions, according to the data presented, i.e. 100/0
(pure PG), 80/20, 50/50, 20/80, 0/100 (pure VG). These
aerosol former compositions were used in mixtures includ-
ing LS at various concentrations corresponding to 1�, 10�,
100�, 200�, 1000�, and 2500�NDDS to scan for the
effects that may appear even at hypothetically ultra-high
inhaled doses of deposited EC aerosols.

Experimental investigations of the dynamic surface ten-
sion in such mixtures were performed using the drop shape
method implemented in a commercial PAT-1M tensiometer
(Sinterface, Berlin, Germany). The dynamic surface tension
at each instant of harmonic variation of the air/liquid inter-
facial area was determined by solving the Young-Laplace
equation to approximate the shape of a small droplet
(12mm3) formed at the tip of a capillary tube. The droplet
was continuously pulsated at physiological temperature
(36.8 ± 0.2 �C) with the adjusted frequencies corresponding
to the breathing rate at various levels of activity.
Assumption regarding the physiological temperature of the
alveolar gas-liquid system after vapor inhalation is justified
by a fast cooling of inhaled vapor in the upper airways and
the first generations of the bronchial tree. Available data
from hot air (160 �C) inhalation studies indicate that the air-
stream is cooled down to almost physiological temperature
when reaching the trachea (Rong et al., 2011). It is because
of heat losses related to evaporation of saliva and mucus,
but also to the mixing with the air contained in the upper

airways which remain open during expiration. When EC-
vapor is inhaled, the temperature of air-vapor mixture at the
inlet to the mouth is expected to be below 90 �C and is
reduced to 37 �C along the first 10 cm of the oral cavity
(Asgharian et al., 2018). These observations allow to us to
exclude the possibility of heating of the surface of lower air-
ways by inhaled EC-vapor. Based on time profiles of
dynamic surface tension, the essential numerical parameters
needed to characterize the interfacial properties of the LS
under breathing-like oscillations were evaluated. The most
important ones are: mean surface tension, surface tension
amplitude, dilatational surface elasticity, e, and dilatational
surface viscosity, l, that are two rheological parameters of
the air/liquid interface. Both e and l describe the visco-elas-
tic response of the interfacial region to the mechanical per-
turbation, i.e. changes in surface tension, c, induced by
changes in surface area, A. Surface elasticity and viscosity
were determined from the fast Fourier transform analysis of
a time series of the surface tension and surface area (proced-
ure available in the PAT-1M tensiometer software).

Each experiment for the given concentration and com-
position of the mixtures including the LS model was per-
formed in triplicate to obtain the average value and standard
deviation of the quantitative parameters that are described
in detail in the following section.

Data analysis

Four numerical parameters were evaluated to illustrate the
influence of the various mixtures on interfacial dynamics of
the LS model under harmonic area changes:

1. Mean surface tension (mean ST),
2. Surface tension amplitude (ST amplitude),
3. Surface elasticity (e),
4. Surface viscosity (l).

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram visualizing the meaning
of the first two parameters.

The influence of mixtures on LS properties was expressed
by changes in the above parameters compared to the control
values (i.e. determined for pure LS); however, these changes
may be dose- and material-dependent. Thus, it would be
helpful to define a single parameter that combines the essen-
tial information on the effects induced by each tested mixture.
As ST amplitude is linearly proportional to e (according to
the definition e� const�Dr), we may introduce the total
deviation parameter (TDP), based on the departure of three
independent parameters (mean ST, e, and l) from their initial
values, i.e. values determined in the control sample without
aerosol formers. The relative deviation Di of any parameter i
(where i: 1 is mean ST, 2 is surface elasticity, and 3 is surface
viscosity) will be defined as:

Di ¼ Vi � VLSi

Vi
; (2)

where, Vi denotes the value of parameter i, and VLSi is the
value of this parameter in the control sample. Simple aver-
age over the deviations gives us the TDP as:

Table 1. Nominal deposited dose per session (NDDS) and the corresponding
mixture concentrations in the pulmonary fluid for different propylene glycol/
vegetable glycerin (PG/VG) ratios in the inhaled aerosolized e-liquid.

PG/VG ratio (%) 100/0 80/20 50/50 20/80 0/100

NDDS (mg) 3.54 3.67 3.91 4.15 4.29
Concentration in pulmonary
liquid (mg/mL)

0.117 0.122 0.130 0.137 0.142
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TDP ¼ 1
3

X3
i¼1

Di: (3)

Both the Di and TDP values are between zero and the
unity, where 0 means no effect (Vi ¼ VLSiÞ and 1 – is a very
strong effect (Vi � VLSi or Vi � VLSiÞ.

Results

The impact of mixture composition and concentration on
the mean ST and ST amplitude while varying the air/liquid
interfacial area of the LS model is presented in Figures 2
and 3. The effect on the rheological properties of the LS sys-
tem interface is presented in Figures 4 and 5. All data were
obtained for a typical breathing frequency (4 s/cycle, i.e.
0.25Hz). Similar relationships were obtained for the other
oscillation frequencies studied (0.1; 0.125; and 0.5Hz) but
they are not discussed here as they led to a similar conclu-
sion and showed no particular influence of breathing rate
on the changes in surfactant dynamics in the presence of e-
liquids. As the mixture concentrations were changed in a
very wide range (1–2500�NDDS), the results are presented
using a logarithmic scale of the mixtures concentrations.
Consequently, we decided to use the lowest value on this

axis (0.01) as a representation of the control system, i.e.
pure LS without the addition of aerosol formers.

The data for all types of tested solutions (even for a con-
trol sample – pure LS) were scattered, which was attributed
to the dynamic (unstable) character of the system but also

Figure 1. Definition of the mean surface tension (mean ST) and the surface tension amplitude (ST amplitude) in the experimental c-A relationship (hysteresis loop).

Figure 2. Mean surface tension of lung surfactant (LS) in the presence of
e-liquid mixture of various compositions and concentrations (NDDS – estimated
nominal deposition dose per session). Data for the normal rate of breathing
(0.25 Hz). Dashed lines show the control range (pure LS).

Figure 3. Amplitude of surface tension variations (amplitude ST) in the lung
surfactant (LS) in the presence of e-liquid mixture of various compositions and
concentrations (NDDS – estimated nominal deposition dose per session). Data
for the normal rate of breathing (0.25 Hz). Dashed lines show the control range
(pure LS).

Figure 4. Surface dilatational elasticity of the lung surfactant (LS) liquid inter-
face in the presence of e-liquid mixtures of various compositions and concentra-
tions (NDDS – estimated nominal deposition dose per session). Data for the
normal rate of breathing (0.25 Hz). Dashed lines show the control
range (pure LS).
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to the use of the realistic LS material, i.e. the multi-compo-
nent mixture of biosurfactants characterized by complex
physicochemical properties. As shown in Figure 2, the aver-
age ST remained in the same range (39 ± 3mN/m) for all
samples up to the 100�NDDS concentration of the mix-
tures. Above this value, some deviations occurred (either
increase or a decrease of mean ST at very high concentra-
tion). These changes were not directly linked to any particu-
lar mixture composition, although an increase in the
mean ST was found at 200�NDDS for 20/80 VG/PG.
On the other hand, at higher mixture concentrations
(1000�NDDS) there was a stronger effect for mixtures rich
in PG. The ultra-high contents of mixture concentration
reduces the mean ST of the LS sample down to 35–36mN/
m, and this effect was more evident for PG/VG mixtures
than for the pure components. It is possible that there was a
synergistic action of both aerosol formers.

More visible effects of the high concentrations of mix-
tures were detected in the amplitude of ST changes recorded
during harmonic variations in the interfacial area (Figure 3).
Mixtures with 20/80 VG/PG content caused a significant
drop in ST amplitude from approximately 5.0 to 3.5mN/m
at 200�NDDS, while other mixtures induced similar
changes only at higher concentrations (1000�NDDS and
above). A drop in ST amplitude during an area oscillation
means that the surfactant has partially lost its natural prop-
erty to modulate ST during the breathing cycle suggesting
impaired LS function.

The relationship between surface elasticity and surface
viscosity versus mixture concentration shown in Figures 4
and 5 agrees with previous observations. Only the 20/80 PG/
VG mixture caused a drop in surface elasticity (from the
control value of 60–70mN/m to 45mN/m) already at
200�NDDS, whereas the other PG/VG mixtures required
higher doses to induce such effects. The strongest reduction
in elasticity was observed for pure PG and mixtures with a
low VG content at ultra-high doses (2000–2500�NDDS).

A decrease in surface viscosity was observed at
100�NDDS for the 20/80 PG/VG mixture, but more
pronounced effects were visible at concentrations

corresponding to 	200�NDDS. At ultra-high concentra-
tions (>1000�NDDS), the reduction in surface viscosity
was similar and independent of mixture composition; how-
ever, high VG content was related to a smaller effect at the
highest aerosol formers concentration (2500�NDDS).
The lowest surface viscosity value was about 6.5mN s/m,
which was 50% of the value found in a system without
aerosol formers. Surface viscosity is directly related to the
phase-shift between ST and surface deformation (extension/
contraction); therefore, it indirectly informs about the size
of ST hysteresis. As stated earlier, this hysteresis is closely
linked to the mechanics of breathing (similar to the p-V
relationship), so essential changes in this dynamic character-
istics of the LS system may disturb the ventilation process.

As discussed earlier, the TDP defined by the Equation (3)
can be used to generalize the information on the overall influ-
ence of e-liquid mixtures on the dynamic properties of the
LS. The relationship between TDP and concentrations for
various e-liquid compositions is shown in Figure 6. These
results show that concentrations up to 10�NDDS have prac-
tically no effect on the interfacial activity of the LS; however,
a 20–30% deviation from the control state (i.e. pure LS) was
observed when the mixture concentration approached
200�NDDS. At this concentration, the mixture with a 20/
80PG/VG composition had the most striking effect. Ultra-
high concentrations (	1000�NDDS) clearly changed the
dynamic surface-active properties (TDP¼ 0.15–0.3). In add-
ition, pure PG and mixtures with a high PG content had a
greater influence on TDP than VG alone and mixtures with
high VG contents.

The influence of the measured parameters on the surface
tension hysteresis can be also evaluated. Calculations of the
normalized hysteresis area (HAN – according to Notter
et al., 1982) in the control sample and in the samples above
1000�NDDS showed that HAN was reduced by almost
40%, (from 1.6mN/m to 1.0mN/m, respectively). A decrease
of the hysteresis clearly indicates unfavorable changes in the
LS dynamic surface activity and function (Sosnowski
et al., 2000).

Discussion

A step-wise testing strategy for an in vitro toxicology assess-
ment of e-liquids and their aerosols has been extensively dis-
cussed by Iskandar et al. (2016). One important issue is the
physicochemical identification of mechanisms that can con-
tribute to direct interactions of inhaled compounds with the
organism. Nevertheless, these authors had not considered
the role of aerosol formers and LS interactions, which we
indicate here as an important step in such evaluation. As
suggested by Schleh et al. (2013), LS should be also an
important component of in vitro toxicity investiga-
tion protocols.

In our study, we use Survanta (Beractantum) as func-
tional biophysical LS model. Survanta is bovine LS that is
clinically used to treat RDS. Several studies reported use of
Survanta in studies in characterizing LS properties in
Langmuir trough (Kodama et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011).

Figure 5. Surface dilatational viscosity of the lung surfactant (LS) liquid inter-
face in the presence of e-liquid mixtures of various compositions and concentra-
tions (NDDS – estimated nominal deposition dose per session). Data for the
normal rate of breathing (0.25 Hz). Dashed lines show the parameter range as
in Figures 2–4.
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Results of such studies deviate from ours due to completely
different experimental set-up, and dissimilarity in concentra-
tions, compression ratio and rate. There are also several
studies with the oscillating bubble method, where the equi-
librium ST values measured at 37 �C for Survanta solutions
with phospholipid concentration 2–3mg/mL were equal to
�35–40mN/m, which are similar to those obtained in our
study, i.e. mean ST (Bernhard et al., 2000; Sosnowski et al.,
2011). The minimum surface tension in oscillated Survanta
samples was as low as<10mN/m (Herting et al., 2001),
however, these results have been obtained for higher surface
compression (�50%) compared to the compression used in
our research (10%). All these data suggest that Survanta is
an adequate experimental model for in vitro studies of bio-
physical activity of the LS, although results obtained for this

compound in the oscillating drop measuring system fol-
lowed by their discussion based on surface rheology parame-
ters are scarce (R€udiger et al., 2005; Selladurai et al., 2016).

Some very recent studies were focused on the analysis of
the surfactant alteration by constituents of EC-vapor.
Przybyla et al. (2017) investigated the influence of the vapor
on the surface tension of Infasurf as a LS model in the
Langmuir trough at room temperature and relatively slow
surface compression. The EC-vapor components were added
to the aqueous phase by bubbling the vapor in external bea-
ker. The concentration of EC-vapor components in the sub-
phase could not be controlled with this mixing procedure,
but surely it was rather low being obtained from max.
900mL of vapor. At tested conditions, the authors found no
effect of EC-vapor on the compression isotherm (surface

Figure 6. Total deviation (TDP) based on the combined deviations of three numerical parameters according to Equation (3) for e-liquids with different compositions
and concentrations in the lung surfactant (LS) solution (NDDS – estimated nominal deposition dose per session). Data for the normal rate of breathing (0.25 Hz).
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tension versus surface area) of Infasurf. On the other hand,
atomic force microscopy studies of the surfactant layer
transferred to solid support revealed some alterations in lat-
eral arrangement of surfactant components at the interface
even at these low concentrations of EC-vapor components.
Studies with the Langmuir trough were also published by
Davies et al. (2017) who used main LS lipids instead of ani-
mal-based surfactant. Lipid monolayer was directly exposed
to vapor (aerosol), which was drawn into the experimental
chamber. Also in this case, it was impossible to estimate the
real concentration of deposited vapor in the studied gas–li-
quid system. Contrary to the results of Przybyla et al.
(2017), Davies et al. (2017) found a deflection and a shift of
compression isotherm which suggested a direct interactions
of EC-vapor components with the interfacial film of model
LS. As a result, the surface tension could not be reduced to
the same degree as if the EC-vapor components were absent.
Extending these findings to the real life, the authors con-
cluded that exposure to EC-vapor could result in adverse
effects for breathing mechanics taking into account the
expected impairment of the surfactant function.

Comparing to discussed investigations, our research was
performed under the realistic experimental conditions
regarding both the temperature and the rate of surface varia-
tions. Moreover, due to the applied method of sample prep-
aration, we were able to precisely control the concentration
of each e-liquid component and the surfactant. The results
of presented studies indicate that there is no direct physico-
chemical effect of aerosol formers (PG and VG) on LS at
concentrations that correspond to the estimated standard
doses of inhaled e-liquid, but they are likely to appear if the
concentration exceeds these conditions by more than 100-
fold. However, it should be noted that the estimated doses
are based on the averaged puffing pattern, but significantly
larger inhaled volumes have been observed (Robinson et al.,
2015). In addition, it was assumed that the deposited mass
of the aerosol formers is evenly distributed across the lungs
and the pulmonary region, which is not necessarily true. It
was demonstrated that inhaled aerosols of ECs and tobacco
cigarettes have variable deposition in different lung lobes
(Manigrasso et al., 2015). Non-homogeneous deposition is
also caused by the fact that inhaled aerosol contains a finite
number of droplets. Therefore, it is very probable that some
alveoli will be inflated with the air without droplets but at
the same time some alveoli will receive above-average doses.
If uneven ventilation and imperfect mixing of the aerosol in
the airways are considered, then the actual concentration of
deposited e-liquid in a single alveolus can be significantly
higher than the average concentration that corresponds to
the NDDS. Because the amount of pulmonary liquid and LS
in any alveolus is very small, even a low number of depos-
ited e-liquid droplets may locally elevate the concentration
of aerosol formers (Figure 7).

An additional factor that should be considered is related
to the over-simplified deposition model implemented in the
MPPD software used to estimate the deposition efficiency of
inhaled EC aerosol droplets. This model probably underrates
the deposition efficiency by neglecting some important
phenomena that occur during flow of submicron aerosol

droplets into the lungs (Sosnowski & Kramek-
Romanowska, 2016).

All of these factors should lead to elevated local concen-
trations of deposited aerosol formers above the estimated
NDDS; therefore, the results we obtained for much higher
concentrations may not be purely hypothetical but may
reflect reality. Since LS also plays a role in pulmonary clear-
ance (Grado�n et al., 1996; Grado�n & Podg�orski, 1989;
Sosnowski et al., 2000), even partial inactivation of the sur-
factant may cause increased lung accumulation of inhaled
particulate air contaminants originating from other sources
(e.g. atmospheric PM2.5) that could produce synergistic, but
adverse, health effect. The chance of pulmonary effects may
be higher in subjects who already suffer from lung disorders,
especially those influencing the LS functions.

A physicochemical explanation of the effects of aerosol
formers on the LS system must consider the possible sur-
face-active properties of these liquids. Interesting results
have been published regarding direct interactions between
glycerol and phospholipids (DPPC or DPPC/DOPG) studied
in Langmuir balance at room temperature (Pocivavsek et al.,
2011). These authors found that glycerol present in the
liquid sub-phase stiffens the compressed phospholipid
monolayer by producing an ultrathin (�10Å) sublayer
(called also adlayer) beneath the lipid film that directly
interacts with the lipids at the air/liquid interface. The gly-
cerol is preferentially enriched in the adlayer by mechanism
known as demixing of glycerol–water mixture. By such
mechanism, glycerol would replace water from solvation
shells of hydrophilic parts of lipid molecules. It can be
argued that such behavior is similar to adsorption of amphi-
philics from the solution at air/water interface, and such
enrichment of glycerol at air/water interface has been previ-
ously reported (Baldelli et al., 1997). The situation is differ-
ent when lipids are present in the interface, and strong
hydrogen bonding between glycerol hydroxyl groups and the
lipid phosphate. In such case, reduced mobility of head-
groups may lead to stiffening of the interfacial film. It has
some consequences on film collapse (folding) at very high
compression which, however, are not present in our system.
Similar mechanism of water exclusion from solvation shell
was proposed in the analysis of glycerol influence on surfac-
tant micellization (D’Errico et al., 2005). Addition of glycerol
may change electrostatic interactions in solution opposing
the attraction of surfactant molecules during their aggrega-
tion into micelles. Glycerol can also compete with

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the local boost of humectants concentration
in the pulmonary liquid after deposition and spreading of a single inhaled
e-liquid droplet.
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surfactants for water molecules causing a dehydration
of headgoups.

Neither PG nor VG decrease the surface tension of water
at low concentrations (D’Errico et al., 2005; Dow Chemicals,
2017). However, for the highest tested concentrations of
2500�NDDS, the final concentration of aerosol formers was
in the range of 0.29–0.35 g/mL (i.e. approx. 30–35% by mass),
and VG or PG at such concentrations reduces the equilibrium
ST of water to 65mN/m or 50mN/m, respectively (D’Errico
et al., 2005; Dow Chemicals, 2017). Because VG and PG have
some surface active properties at higher concentrations, they
can affect ST in a mixed system with LS. This decrease is
probably related to co-adsorption of aerosol formers and the
LS at the air/liquid interface, resulting in a lower ST com-
pared with a system that contains only LS. A synergistic effect
was found in the results of the quasi-equilibrium surface ten-
sion in mixed systems that were �38mN/m and �35mN/m
for PG-LS or VG-LS, respectively, compared to �42.5mN/m
for pure LS (detailed data available in the Supplemental
Material). This explains why high aerosol former concentra-
tions decrease e (i.e. ST amplitude) and m (i.e. ST hysteresis).
The reduction of ST during quick compression of the air/
liquid interface is caused by an abrupt increase of the surface
concentration of the most surface-active compounds, i.e. LS
phospholipids. Phospholipid molecules are most stable at the
air/liquid interface, so they remain adsorbed during dynamic
surface contraction, while other molecules are expelled from
the interface (so-called “squeeze-out” effect, Boonman et al.,
1987; Pastrana-Rios et al., 1994). If the equilibrium (mean)
ST is lowered because of the presence of VG/PG and LS,
then compressing the air/liquid interface that removes

VG/PG, causes a smaller drop in ST compared to a system
without aerosol formers. This results in a lower ST amplitude
during surface oscillations in a mixed systems. The mechan-
ism for this phenomenon can be schematically explained by
Figure 8.

By the same rationale, the time-shift between the varia-
tions in surface area and ST is reduced if re-adsorption
(return to the air/liquid interface) of the aerosol formers
during surface expansion is faster. The recovery of the initial
(i.e. quasi-equilibrium) state is faster compared to a system
with pure LS. Consequently, the ST fluctuations are smaller
and follow the dynamics of interfacial area variations closer
in systems with high VG or PG mixed with LS. This takes
effect in a reduction of surface tension hysteresis.

Conclusions

The results of this study demonstrate a possible direct physi-
cochemical effects of inhalable e-liquid aerosol in LS, as
revealed by changes in ST lowering properties during
breathing-like surface variations for high concentrations of
aerosol formers, practically independently of the relative
content of each component (VG/PG ratio) in the mixture.
Notably, the concentrations considered in our work as
“high” or “ultra-high” (according to certain assumptions and
simplifications of the deposition model for inhaled e-cigar-
ette aerosol), under certain circumstances may reflect con-
centrations that could be locally achieved in the pulmonary
system of e-cigarette users. Thus, the alveolar deposition of
inhaled e-liquid aerosols may be responsible for at least par-
tial inactivation of the native biophysical function of the LS.

Figure 8. Proposed mechanism for lung surfactant (LS) – aerosol former (e-liquid) interactions.
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This change in the native function may contribute to some
respiratory problems at the local level of a single alveolus or
a group of alveoli. The effect might be of special importance
in persons with known lung disease and decreased airway
clearance, who should have a higher risk of adverse effects
of PG/VG on surfactant and airway function. There is a lit-
tle evidence in the literature for the acute adverse effects of
inhaled e-liquids (McCauley et al., 2012), but they cannot be
completely ignored and should be considered in a safety
assessment of EC-vapor. However, the purely physicochemi-
cal analysis presented here should be supported by future
studies, e.g. on the surfactant harvested from the lungs of
active vapers.
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